Flow Chart 3: For Manager to ‘awaiting review and verification by manager’
Receive e-mail from Datix Administrator advising there is an incident to
review on the system. E-mail provides brief description and hyperlink to
use as direct access to the system and actual record. Alternatively it can be
accessed via System Links.

Log in to system with user name and password.

Click on Incidents option

Click on “incidents with status:
awaiting review and verification
by manager’

Select relevant incident and double click to show record in full – What
happened screen appears. You should automatically default here if
accessed using the e-mail link sent to you.

Review all the information which was submitted by the Injured Person or
Reporter amending / updating as necessary*

*If the description needs to
be amended contact the
Datix Administrator

Click on Manager review and CAPA option on left hand side of screen
Scroll through questions and add outcome of the incident, any absence
due to the incident and corrective actions.

If someone is off work due to
an incident this needs to be
reported via HR Direct

Scroll down to Incident Status and change status to “awaiting final approval from H&S”.

Use E-mail Section (if desired) to communicate to H,S & Wellbeing Advisor, IP / Reporter or someone else.
(To the left hand side)

Use Action Plan (if desired) to record and monitor completion of any future requirements / actions. Use
of this section is mandatory for actions as a result of a RCA/H&S investigation. (To the left hand side)

Complete your name, date this information was added and date the feedback
was given to the IP/PI.

Save record and close.

Record now proceeds to local H&S Advisor for their review regarding further
investigation requirements. They will also give final approval to the report.
If you are required to provide further information or complete a Root Cause Analysis the H&S Advisor, when they
review the report, will amend the status of the record to “Detailed investigation (RCA) needed and being
undertaken by Manager/H&S” and notify you of this by e-mail. You are then responsible for completing the
necessary action, uploading any relevant documentation and then changing the status back to “Awaiting final
approval from H&S” once complete.
If the H,S & Wellbeing Advisor is satisfied with this it will then receive “Finally approved by H&S”, if not then it will
be returned to “Detailed investigation (RCA) needed and being undertaken by Manager/H&S” and the process
repeated until approved. H&S can help you with investigations.
All mandatory fields marked * must be completed in order to submit a form to Datix.
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